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The dipolar stray field effects between two nonuniformly magnetized ferromagnetic Co/Pt stacks
with perpendicular anisotropy are investigated by polar magneto-optical Kerr effect microscopy.
Decoration of a reversed domain in the hard stack by a domain ring in the soft stack is evidenced
and interpreted by magnetostatic calculations. Mirrored 360° domain walls are strongly stabilized
by these interactions. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1897845g

Thin-film structures involving a soft and a hard ferro-
magnetic layers separated by a metallic or an insulating non-
magnetic spacer are widely used in spintronic devices for
their giant magnetoresistance or tunnel magnetoresistance
properties. Tremendous efforts are put toward the minimiza-
tion of undesirable magnetic interactions between the layers.
Among the interlayer magnetic interactions, the Ruderman–
Kittel–sKasuyad–Yosida sRKKY d oscillatory coupling be-
tween two magnetically saturated pinhole free metallic layers
has been thoroughly investigated.1–3 Correlated roughness of
the ferromagnet-spacer interfaces may result in an additional
conformal dipolar interlayer coupling, also called orange
peel sOPd Néel effect.4–6

Dipolar stray fields play a major role in nonuniformly
magnetized films. They allow explaining why a tunnel junc-
tion memory may be progressively erased, since the hard
layer demagnetizes with repeated reversal of the soft layer by
field cycling. This phenomenon results from the replication
of the soft layer domain walls within the hard layer and vice
versa.7 Even under moderate fields, mirrored domains form
in the hard and soft layers.8 The stray field created by Néel
walls in one layer lowers the nucleation field in the other
one.9,10

Up until now, most of the studies on interlayer interac-
tions have been investigated in systems with in-plane mag-
netic anisotropy and non-negligible interlayer exchange cou-
pling. However, the increasing interest for systems with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy11,12 raises questions on
the role of interlayer interactions. Such systems are promis-
ing candidates for the design of new Spintronic devices13,14

or multilevel recording media.15 Perpendicular two-state sys-
tems are attractive since they are expected to improve the
density, the stability, and the reliability of magnetic spin
valve or tunnel junction elements, and recording media.13

In this letter, we consider two Co/Pt ferromagnetic
multilayer stacks with perpendicular anisotropy separated by
a nonmagnetic Pt layer. We demonstrate how the magnetiza-
tion reversal of the soft magnetic stack is influenced by the
magnetic domain state in the hard one through interlayer
magnetostatic interactions. The magnetic domain pattern is
probed by polar Kerr microscopy in both layers, allowing the
investigation of domain nucleation and wall propagation.16

We report on the decoration of a hard magnetic domain by a
ring of opposite magnetization in the soft layer due to the
magnetic stray field generated by the domain in the hard
layer.

We have investigated aSH /Pts4 nmd /SS/Si/SiO2 film
structure, consisting of a hard and a soft ferromagnetic
Co/Pt multilayer stack,SH : fPts1.8 nmd /Cos0.6 nmdg4 and
SS: fCos0.6 nmd /Pts1.8 nmdg2, separated by a Pt spacer layer.
They were dc sputtered on a Si/SiO2 substrate at room tem-
perature under 2.5310−3 mbar Ar pressure, with deposition
rates of about 0.05 nm/s. Within a given stack, the
Pts1.8 nmd layers ensure a sufficient ferromagnetic exchange
couplingsHex<100 Oed between the Co layers and promote
perpendicular anisotropy.17 The Pts4 nmd layer is thick
enough to reduce drastically the exchange betweenSS and
SH, so that RKKY coupling across the spacer layer can be
neglected.6

As expected, the polar Kerr rotation hysteresis loop in
the perpendicular applied fieldsFig. 1d shows two successive
jumps corresponding to the coercivities of theSS sHC

S

=106 Oed andSH sHC
H=320 Oed stacks. A residual bias field,

Hop=8 Oe, is determined from the shift of theSS minor loop
sFig. 1d. The latter results from the OP magnetostatic cou-
pling that favors a parallel alignment of the magnetization in
both stacks.6 The magnetic domain structure has been inves-
tigated by high-resolutions0.4 mmd polar Kerr microscopy
with green light at room temperature.
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FIG. 1. Room-temperature polar Kerr rotation hysteresis major loop
sstraight lined and minor loopsdashed lined of the studied film structure. The
field sweeping rate was 500 Oe/s.
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The ac-demagnetized sample state shows a ribbonlike
up-upswhited and down-downsblackd domain structure, spe-
cific to films with a perpendicular easy magnetization axis in
the presence of magnetostatic interactionssFig. 2d. The ab-
sence of intermediate magnetization states is direct proof for
a net ferromagnetic interstack interaction that provokes a
perfect matching of domains and walls inSS andSH.

In order to directly visualize the effect of magnetostatic
interactions on field-induced remnant states, the following
experimental procedure was used. After saturating the
sample in the up-up spin state under a large positive field
sHS=560 Oed, a negative fieldH1 was applied to:sid entirely
reverse the magnetization ofSS, and sii d create a small spin
down domain inSH sFig. 3d. Just after switching offH1, a
white up-up magnetized decoration ring appears which ex-
pands rapidly over a short distances<1 mmd fFig. 3sadg and
also fills the 360° domain walls inside the domain. In the
subsequent remnant state, a spin-downSS domain perfectly
matches the initially formed spin-down domain inSH
sblackd.

The most intriguing feature here is the up-up magnetized
ring decorating the central down-down domain even without
an external fieldfFig. 3sadg. Note that its internal wall is
rough as it is strongly pinned just below the wall inSH. Due
to the weaker wall pinning in the thinner multilayer stack,
the external ring wall is smoother. Apart from the inside of
the decorating ring, theSS magnetization points down, pro-
viding a down-up gray state far away from theSH domain.

As already pointed out,18 the combination of few pinning
defects favors magnetically nonreversed spin-up channels
sso-called 360° wallsd in the inside of theSH domain during
its growth fFig. 3sadg. As we shall demonstrate later, the
up-up spin configuration is strongly stabilized in theseSH
and SS matched channels. The apparent width of the up-up

magnetized channels is fixed by our optical resolution, their
effective width being far smaller than 0.4mm.

To be more quantitative, the evolution of the perpendicu-
lar component of the resulting stray field,Hst=Hop+Hz sHz:
intrastack plus interstack dipolar fieldsd acting inside theSS
plane at a distancex from theSH domain border or from the
base of a 1mm long channel have been evaluatedfFig. 3sbdg.
Calculations have been performed for two superimposed
20 mm square down magnetized domains inSS andSH, and
for nonreversed spin-up channels inSH with varying widthe.
Hz can reach locally high valuessHz=800 Oe forx<8 nmd,
just below the border of theSH domain fFig. 4sadg. Large
stray field valuessHz.400 Oed act only over a restricted
width s<30 nmd in SS, as compared to the domain wall
width D=17 nm. Associated with the fact that domain cre-
ation needs to overcome the wall bending energy,Hz has to
be large enough over extended regionss.100 nmd for initi-
ating any reversed spin-up domain inSS. Thus, we found
experimentally that the nucleation takes place first inside
channels, since large stray fieldsHz act here all over the
channel lengthsFig. 4d.

As soon as a spin-up state nucleates inSS in an open
channel, it propagates rapidly to form a decoration ring
around theSH domain sFig. 3d. In counterpart, sinceHz is
highly negative just below theSH domainsFig. 4d, the cor-
responding spin-down domain state inSS becomes highly
stabilized.

The decorating up-up domain expands by propagation of
the external ring wall inSS sFig. 3d, even inH=0, under the
action ofHst. The expansion of the up-up magnetized deco-
ration ring slows down rapidly since the external wall is
submitted to a stray field essentially determined by the
decrease ofHz

up as 1/x.
The width of the up-up spin decoration ring can be tuned

by applying an additional fieldsFig. 5d. Provided it displays
the same positive sign asHst, even a weak fieldsH2=7 Oed
helps the external ring wall to propagatefFig. 5sadg. Corre-
spondingly, a negative field tends to shrink the ringfFig.
5sbdg since the applied field competes withHz, which is
strongly enhanced when the wall approaches theSH domain
boundary. For high negative fieldssH,−100 Oed, only
channels maintain an up-up spin configuration.

We have reported on the direct observation of the role of
dipolar interactions between two ferromagnetic stacks with
perpendicular anisotropy. For a nonuniformly magnetized
hard stack, this coupling accounts for the formation and the

FIG. 2. Polar Kerr image of an ac-demagnetized film.

FIG. 3. Magneto-optical Polar Kerr rotation imagesad and sketch of the
magnetization arrangementsbd. The spin-downSH domainsblackd was cre-
ated by ten successive perpendicular field pulses of 50 ms duration and
H1=−170 Oe amplitude. The image was taken 2 min after switching off the
field.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the perpendicular stray field componentHz on the
distancex from the border of theSH domain or the base of channels with
different width e sstraight line: No channel; dashed:e=0.2 mm; dotted:e
=0.1 mmd. Inset: Sketch of the calculated structure.
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propagation of domain walls within the soft stack, which
gives rise to domain decoration. Our results are supported by
magnetostatic calculations. In contrast to systems with in-
plane anisotropy, where the stray field emanates from Néel
walls, here it is due to the finite domain size. Vestigial 360°
Bloch walls in the hard stack radiate strong fields which
initiate nucleation and local propagation of reversed domains
in the soft layer. Even without an external field, the walls
created in the soft layer keep propagating for a long time,
only driven by dipolar interactions. As for in-plane magne-
tized systems, stray fields can perturb the functioning of
systems with perpendicular anisotropy. As in these systems
lateral sizes keep shrinking, this type of magnetostatic
coupling will play a fundamental role for the implementation
of future devices consisting of magnetic multilayers with
perpendicular anisotropy.
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FIG. 5. Polar Kerr rotation images as in Fig. 3sad, but after applying a
positive magnetic positive fieldH2=7 Oe during 2 min and freezing this
state in zero fieldsad, or at negative fieldH3=−77 Oe, applied for 2 minsbd.
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